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Abstract: The authors investigated and studied the current situation of Beijing government departments purchasing 

public service from sports associations, and revealed the following findings: the furthering of sports association 

substantialization, the convening of Beijing Sports Convention, and the involving of third-party evaluation agencies, 

are the foundations of Beijing government departments purchasing sports public service from sports associations. 

The purchase subjects are Beijing Municipal Civil Affairs Bureau, Beijing Social Construction Office, and Beijing 

Municipal Sports Bureau; the purchase mechanism is mainly opening tendering; the purchase contents include orga-

nizing the mass to participate in sports activities, sports skill guidance, emergency rescue and sports safety protec-

tion, sports service for special crowds, social association management job training, etc. Although Beijing govern-

ment departments have built up ample experience in purchasing sports public service from sorts associations, they 

still have problems such as the absence of purchased service catalogue, undiversified purchase manners and con-

tents, the lack of specialized talents, etc. Aiming at the said problems, the authors put forward the following propos-

als: perfect system design; expand purchase manners and purchase contents; promote the separation of the associa-

tions and training centers, and introduce talents specialized in sports association; etc. 
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